Gurkha Robusto (50 x 6) $18.00
A cigar that is handmade in the Dominican Republic, with a Connecticut Shade wrapper, a rich creamy flavor with a hint of spice and fused with 25 year old Cognac.

Montecristo Tubos (6 x 42) $14.00
A full bodied cigar that couples a sweet aroma with deep flavors and a Connecticut Shade wrapper. It's handmade in the Dominican Republic by craftsmen.

Macanudo Crystal (5 1/2 x 49) $10.00
A magnificent cigar that always delivers clarity and complex flavors. Its quality and freshness is sealed with its air-tight crystal tube.

Arturo Fuente Hemingway Signature (6 x 47) $10.00
This viguardo cigar was voted "Best of the Best" by the Robb Report. A handmade cigar with aged Cameroon wrapper and 5 year old aged Dominican filler, that provides a smooth rich taste.

Partagas Humitube (6-3/4 x 43) $ 9.00
The taste and flavors of this cigar echo the old Cuban style from Havana long ago. This blend is a unique combination of rich tobaccos from the Dominican Republic and San Andres Valley.

Arturo Fuente 8-5-8-Anniversary (6 x 47) $ 9.00
Each leaf is personally selected from a private family reserve set aside exclusively for this cigar. It is blended with the finest "Fuente Tobacco", which is then skillfully rolled with African Cameroon wrapper.
Davidoff Ambassadrice (4 x 26) $ 9.00
Cigar connoisseurs will appreciate the light, delicate yet rich aroma. This petite cigar is shaped with the greatest elegance distinguished by its subtle blend.

Cuesta-Rey Robusto (5 x 50) $ 8.50
This cigar is mild to medium-bodied, hand made in the Dominican Republic by Arturo Fuente, using the finest Dominican filler and binder and Connecticut Shade wrapper.

Macanudo Hampton Court (Tube) (5 x 42) $ 7.25
This is a exceptionally consistent cigar made with Connecticut Shade wrapper that has been aged for at least three years. This cigar is mild to medium bodied, and has a solid core of nut and wood flavors, with a long smooth finish.

Macanudo Portofino (Tube) (7 x 34) $ 7.25
This unique cigar is a delicate light brown cigar with and excellent burn. An earthy flavor dominates this great cigar with spice and pepper notes, and cedar on the finish. Handmade in the Dominican Republic, grown with Piloto Cubano (Cuban Seeds) packed in a beautiful tube to maintain freshness.

The Cuban Heritage Reserva Pyramid (6 1/8 x 52) $ 6.00
Made in Honduras from Cuban pilot seed, specially blended, creative in the true Cuban tradition, with the aroma and flavor of a traditional Cuban Cigar.

Macanudo Petite Corona (4 3/16 x 32) $ 5.25
True Dominican Heritage of hand crafted cigars, Connecticut Shade wrapper aged a second time, as only Macanudo does. Cured slowly and naturally for a full distinctive mellow flavor.
# Connoisseur's Corner

## Specialties
- Louis XIII Remy Martin: $77.50
- Hennessy XO: $12.00
- Remy Martin XO: $12.00
- Courvoisier V.S.O.P.: $7.75
- Martell V.S.O.P.: $7.75
- Cles des Ducs Armagnac: $7.75

## Coffees
- Royal Delight
  - Royal Caribbean's Signature Coffee Cocktail
  - Grand Marnier, Irish Cream, Tuaca Liqueur, and Expresso, shaken over ice.
  - For A True Royal Experience: $5.75
- Irish Coffee
  - Jameson's Irish Whiskey, brown sugar, hot coffee and whipped cream.
  - A Classic: $5.50

## Port
- Sandman's Ruby Port: $5.00
- Dow's Vintage Port: $15.00

## Liqueurs
- Cointreau: $5.25
- Kahlua: $5.25
- Sambuca Romana: $5.25
- Di Saronno Amaretto: $5.25
- Drambuie: $5.25